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and much touched by your sending it in spite of doubts,
more or less to please me.1 What you say raises that big
problem which anyone who ever thinks in terms of ethics
must at least sometimes consider and never without dis-
comfort and disturbance. Certainly one does not find a
solution to it, and a half sheet of paper would not state
the solution if one found it.   It is one of the few things
that have ever kept me awake (not for long!), but I don't
know that my waking actions have been much affected by
it.   In one sense or point of view the question may be
asked: How can I justify spending ^50 on going abroad
or taking a house, or how can the State justify buying a
valuable picture, or maintaining palaces, while slums and
disease and poverty exist?   The only thing I can say is
that I believe inequality—for all its bad points—is a
healthier and better and more live condition for a nation
than equality: that there is much in Boissier's question
which I heard him put at the College de France: " Qu'est
ce que c'est que la civilization, Messieurs?   C'est le godt
du super flu ": and that nature works in her slow way to-
wards more justice and less gross inequality, and that we
can and ought to help her (and we and she have done
and are doing a good deal in the last century), but we can-
not rush her or anticipate her.  In fact—on the immediate
point—I think Oxford is a too precious—even unique—
possession to be allowed to fall into meanness or ugliness
while we are dealing with the slums.   You say Oxford is
" no national playground ".  I say it is much more than
a playground: it is a spiritual inheritance, perhaps the
greatest work of art the nation has produced.   However,
it's too big a question, as I say.  But, so far as Oxford
is concerned, I have no doubts at all—our generation can
do few or no better services to those that come after than
the preservation of a place whose beauty and dignity has
been the best sort of education to so many of the best
Englishmen.
1 'Referring to a donation sent by Mr. Vaughan for the Oxford Preservation
Society.

